
Write a 
Blog Post 
with A.I.



Option 1:

Just write it

1. Click “Models”

2. Click “Blog Content”

3. Provide topic

4.Click Generate

5. Enjoy your 600 – 1000 word
blog post !?



Introduction to Artificial Intelligence 

Artificial intelligence (AI) is a rapidly growing field of computer science that focuses on the development of intelligent 
machines that can think and act like humans. AI has been around for decades, but it's only recently become widely used 
in consumer products and services such as voice-activated digital assistants, self-driving cars, and healthcare robots. AI 
has also become increasingly important in business applications, with many companies using AI to automate tasks, 
improve customer service, and increase efficiency. This article will provide an overview of different types of artificial 
intelligence and discuss how they are being used in various industries today. 

Types of Artificial Intelligence 

There are three main types of artificial intelligence: weak AI, strong AI, and superintelligence. Weak AI is the most basic 
form of artificial intelligence; it focuses on performing specific tasks without any understanding or generalization 
capabilities. Examples include facial recognition systems or search algorithms that return relevant results based on 
user queries. Strong AI is more advanced than weak AI; it has the capacity to learn from its experiences and apply this 
knowledge to new situations. Finally, superintelligence refers to machines that have surpassed human abilities in terms 
of problem solving and decision making. 

Weak Artificial Intelligence 

Weak artificial intelligence (also known as narrow or shallow AI) is a type of machine learning technology designed 
specifically for one task or application area. It uses data sets collected from real-world scenarios to generate 
predictions about future outcomes based on past events. For example, a weak AI system could be trained to recognize 
faces by analyzing thousands of images containing different people’s faces until it accurately identifies them all 
correctly when presented with new images containing unknown faces. Weak AIs are usually limited in scope because 
they lack the ability to generalize their learned knowledge across different contexts or domains—they can only perform 
well within their designated areas where they were trained initially. 

Strong Artificial Intelligence 

General artificial intelligence (also known as strong or deep AI) is an advanced form of machine learning technology 
capable of learning from its environment through experience rather than relying solely on preprogrammed rulesets like 
weak AIs do. Unlike weak AIs which require large amounts data sets for training purposes before they can start 
performing tasks autonomously, strong AIs can quickly adapt themselves to changing conditions without requiring 
additional input from humans—this makes them ideal candidates for autonomous vehicles such as self-driving cars 
since these environments tend to be highly unpredictable due to traffic patterns constantly shifting over time. 
Furthermore, strong AIs also have the capability for abstract thinking which allows them solve complex problems by 
combining multiple sources information together into meaningful conclusions unlike weaker forms which may struggle 
with this kind cognitive reasoning due their limited scope capabilities mentioned earlier..  

Superintelligent Artificial Intelligence 

Superintelligent artificial intelligence (SI-AI) refers a type machine learning technology capable surpassing human level 
performance certain domains while displaying greater levels autonomy than traditional forms like weak/strong AIs 
discussed above.. Unlike these other forms however SI-AIs rely heavily upon supervised/unsupervised reinforcement 
learning techniques order gain enough experience necessary make decisions autonomously without requiring input 
from humans every step way.. This makes them particularly useful applications such robotics medical diagnosis where 
accuracy speed both paramount success rate high stakes involved potential mistakes made.. Additionally SI-AIs have 
potential revolutionize entire industries if given chance due sheer amount power computing resources available them 
meaning possibilities seem limitless what could achieved given proper implementation usage cases present day world..  

Conclusion  

In conclusion there three main types artificial intelligences: weak/narrow shallow deep/strong superintelligent each 
possessing unique set capabilities strengths weaknesses depending upon intended purpose use case scenario at hand.. 
While some may excel certain areas others may prove better suited towards others ultimately depends upon individual 
situation determine best fit particular needs requirements time being though advancements continue made all fronts 
so long future holds exciting developments come when comes utilizing benefits offered each respective category order 
maximize full potential derived therein...



How to 
do it 
better?



Prepare a brief! 

Yes, AI needs 
briefs too!



1. Click Workspaces
2. Click Writing
3. Click Blogs



Brainstorm 
keywords
Use the Keywords and Related 
topics tools to brainstorm.



Predict common 
questions
Use FAQ tab to predict what 
user want to know about each 
topic



Draft 
Blog Ideas
Blog Post Ideas will provide you 
a draft for your brief. Don’t 
hesitate to click “more” 



Draft 
Blog Versions
Finalize your brief. Use Blog 
Content tab to draft a few. 
Save the best ones.



Edit,
enhance,
expand
Yes, there are A.I. tools 
to help in that, to.



Expand on 
important parts
Use “continue text” tab to 
expand on the important parts.



Summarize less 
important
Short Summary will summarize 
the parts that matter less



Add key points
Add new key points about 
missing sub-topics. Key Points 
tab will help you do that.



How
about
the
photo?
Photos attract attention. 
Don’t forget about them!



Photo ideas
Click Models > Photos > Photo
Ideas to generate interesting
photo ideas.



Make the photo
Idea without execution are 
nothing. So use “New Photo” 
tools to make the photo.



Get the
photos
After a while your 
photos are created. 
1. Click My Photos
2. Click open

Don’t like them? Click 
Clone, edit and try 
again.



How to 
get 
readers?



Viralify
How about some viral titles? 
Use Models > Social Media > Viral 
Ideas



Marketing ideas
Marketing ideas for your blog?
Try  Models > Marketing > Marketing Ideas

Click More until
you find one
you like



Viral Social 
Media posts
Models > Social Media provides 
you a variety of styles. How 
about this 1st person social 
media post? Just click to get 
more suggestion.



Get
started
with

today



Click here
www.druid.ai

http://www.druid.ai/
http://www.druid.ai/
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